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Abstract
In this paper we address the problem of reliable real-time 3D-tracking of multiple objects which are observed
in multiple wide-baseline camera views. Establishing the spatio-temporal correspondence is a problem with
combinatorial complexity in the number of objects and views. In addition vision based tracking suffers from
the ambiguities introduced by occlusion, clutter and irregular 3D motion. In this paper we present a discrete
relaxation algorithm for reducing the intrinsic combinatorial complexity by pruning the decision tree based on
unreliable prior information from independent 2D-tracking for each view. The algorithm improves the
reliability of spatio-temporal correspondence by simultaneous optimisation over multiple views in the case
where 2D-tracking in one or more views are ambiguous. Application to the 3D reconstruction of human
movement, based on tracking of skin-coloured regions in three views, demonstrates considerable improvement
in reliability and performance. Results demonstrate that the optimisation over multiple views gives correct 3D
reconstruction and object labeling in the presence of incorrect 2D-tracking whilst maintaining real-time
performance.
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1.

Introduction

Tracking of multiple objects in multiple view image sequences requires the solution of two labeling problems:
spatial correspondence of observations between views and temporal correspondence of the observations in a
single view with an object. Commonly these problems are treated independently leading to sub-optimal
solutions in the presence of ambiguities such as incorrect correspondence due to occlusion, clutter, changes in
appearance and complex motion. In this paper, instead, we present a novel approach to reliable 3D-tracking by
simultaneous optimisation over multiple views which achieves computationally efficient integration of
observations using prior knowledge from individual views.

Multiple view tracking of multiple objects has combinatorial complexity in the number of objects and
observations, which is prohibitive for real-time applications. We introduce the uncertain prior knowledge from
the independent 2D-tracking in each view into the optimisation algorithm to identify the most likely
correspondence. Relaxation based on our uncertainty in the prior knowledge is used to efficiently identify the
solution, which provides global optima across multiple views, at the same time avoids the uncertainty. This
approach provides a computationally efficient solution to the spatio-temporal correspondence, which enables
real-time multi-view 3D-tracking. It is also robust to errors in the prior knowledge, because the possibility of
objects disappearing and reappearing due to occlusion with respect to a particular view and the presence of
clutter due to identification of background objects which do not correspond to any of the objects being tracked,
are efficiently taken into account.

1.1 Previous Work

The problem of 3D-tracking of multiple moving objects observed in either single or multiple view image
sequences is common in computer vision. Typically image features such as edges, colour or texture are used to
identify a sparse set of 2D features corresponding to observations of the moving objects. Feature or tokenbased tracking has been investigated to establish the temporal correspondence in the presence of scene clutter
and occlusion [Rangarajan and Shah 1991, Zhang and Faugeras 1992]. Multiple object tracking in the presence
of clutter has also been addressed in the context of general target based tracking [Bar-Shalom and Fortmann,
1988, Bar-Shalom1996, Blackman 1986].

Tracking from multiple view image sequences opens up the possibility of 3D reconstruction of the object
trajectory. This requires the solution of both the spatial correspondence of observations between views and the
temporal correspondence of observations with objects. Consistent labelling according to a set of a priori
known constraints has combinatorial complexity [Haralick and Shapiro 1979, Faugeras and Maybank 1990].
The optimal labelling problem can be resolved by techniques such as relational graph matching, graph
isomorphism, tree search and relaxation labelling [Faugeras and Bethod 1981, Hummel and Zucker 1983, Chen
and Huang 1988]. Approaches to reducing the combinatorial complexity include knowledge-based clipping,
heuristic search, divide-and-conquer and dynamic programming. In general these approaches reduce the
complexity but may fail to identify the optimal solution for the ambiguous situations which occur in 3D-

tracking, as discussed in section 1.2. Constraints on the 3D motion are commonly used to reduce the search
space such as rigidity [Philip 1991], co-planarity [Tsai and Huang 1981, Weng et al. 1991], local coherence
[Roy and Cox 1994], epi-polar geometry [Faugeras 1993] and tri-focal tensor [Hartley and Zisserman, 2000].
Symbolic optimisation methods have been employed such as best-first or greedy search [Sethi and Jain 1987,
Hwang 1989, Salari and Sethi 1990, Jenkin and Tsotsos 1986], beam searching [Bar-Shalom and Fortmann
1988] and competitive linking [Chetverikov and Verestoy 1998]. These approaches address the search for the
global optima but either still suffer from local optima, or do not reduce the computational complexity to a level
where they can be readily employed for real-time vision applications, or both. The approach introduced in this
paper addresses the issue of reducing the inherent computational complexity of multiple view 3D-tracking for
real-time applications whilst maintaining the robustness of global optimisation.

Numerous approaches to object matching based on shape, appearance, motion and other a priori knowledge
have been developed in computer vision [Martin and Aggarwal 1979, Lowe 1992, Thompson etl al. 1993, Jang
et al. 1997]. Motion prediction in 2D or 3D has been widely used in vision based tracking systems. Typically
isolated objects are tracked using a Kalman filter approach to predict and update object location estimates from
observations [Zhang and Faugeras 1994]. Previous work, such as [Sethi and Jain 1987, Hwang 1989, Salari
and Sethi 1990], focuses on the cost function definition according to motion smoothness or geometric
constraints taking into account object occlusion and reappearance. Techniques for statistical data association
have also been applied to motion correspondence [Cox 1993, Zhang and Faugeras 1994]. Stochastic
optimisation and random sampling techniques using statistical priors have also been develop to achieve robust
tracking in the presence of clutter [Cox 1993, Isard and Blake 1998]. These approaches to robust tracking in the
presence of clutter and occlusion are not computationally efficient for real-time tracking across multiple views.

Simultaneous optimisation of object-observation and observation-observation correspondences across multiple
views has combinatorial complexity in both the number of objects and number of views. Previous approaches,
typically [Faugeras and Maybank 1990, Huang and Netravali 1994], have handled the problem of
computational complexity using a divide-and-conquer strategy. The global optimisation problem is reduced to
the sub-problems of spatial and temporal matching which are treated independently. The divide-and-conquer
approaches for 3D-tracking from multiple views can be categorised into two distinct strategies:

Reconstruction-Tracking

(RT):

First

identify

the

inter-view

observation-observation

spatial

correspondence then resolve the 3D object-observation temporal correspondence.

Tracking-Reconstruction (TR): First perform 2D-tracking in each view independently to obtain the objectobservation temporal correspondence and then reconstruct the 3D location from the resulting set of object
observations.

These strategies reduce the computational complexity by decoupling the combinatorial optimisation of
correspondence into separate problems with smaller combinatorics sometimes leading to real-time 3D-tracking

solutions. However, they may lead to failure in the reconstruction due to the inherent ambiguities in both 2Dtracking of 3D objects is a single view or matching of observations between views. Ambiguities caused by selfocclusion and clutter are discussed in further detail in the section 1.2. To achieve reliable 3D-tracking for
objects observed in multiple views it is necessary to simultaneously optimise over spatial and temporal
correspondence.

This problem of 3D-tracking from multiple views is of increasing interest in computer vision for applications
such as video surveillance [Collins et al. 2000] and human motion capture [Hilton and Fua 2001]. Due to the
inherent self-occlusion and clutter in human movement reliable 2D feature tracking in single view image
sequences is problematic. Recent reviews of research addressing human motion capture identify this as a
problem [Aggarwal et al.1999, Gavrilla et al.1999, Moeslund et al.2001]. Recent research [Song et al. 2001]
investigates the problem of feature labelling and reconstruction in a probabilistic framework using the
underlying kinematic model to resolve the labelling problem. Other researchers such as [Isard and Blake1998,
Sidenbladh et al.1998, Gong et al. 2000] have developed model-based tracking frameworks which utilise
knowledge of the prior distribution to sample the space of possible solutions. Currently such solutions enable
reliable tracking over a range of movement from a single view but do not in general address the problem of
real-time performance. In this paper we apply the multiple view 3D-tracking framework to address the issue of
computational efficiency in the reliable capture of human movement by simultaneous tracking a person in
multiple views.

1.2 Ambiguities in Multiple View 3D-Tracking

When dealing with the multiple view based real-time tracking of sparse and independent 3D motion, for the
purpose of computational efficiency most approaches address the problems of correspondence and
reconstruction separately following either the RT or TR strategies outlined in section 1.1. However, in the
presence of occlusion and clutter it is often not possible to achieve reliable 3D-tracking of multiple objects in
multiple views without considering correspondence and reconstruction simultaneously.

In the reconstruction-tracking RT approach we first match observations between multiple views. However, for
wide angle views the observed shape and appearance of image features are generally substantially different.
The order of observations along the epipolar line (the ordering constraint) [see Faugras 1993] provides a widely
used constraint for matching observations between pairs of views. However, multiple noisy observations in one
view can easily appear on or near the same epipolar line in a second view causing ambiguity in the
correspondences. The order of observations along the epipolar line may change between views, as illustrated in
Figure 1(a). If the motion trajectory of 3D objects is not taken into account, the best 3D-reconstruction may
yield incorrect spatial correspondence. Figure 1(b) shows an example why the RT approach would fail when
temporal information is omitted. In practice there are many instances where the RT approaches would fail due
to incorrect correspondence.

In the case of the tracking-reconstruction TR strategy we independently track the temporal correspondence in
each view based on the predicted position using techniques such as the Kalman filter. However, this may lead
to incorrect correspondence due to rapid or irregular motion which can not be accurately predicted. Multiple
objects can easily appear in close proximity in a single view resulting in correspondence ambiguities despite
being spatially separated in 3-space. In the worst case objects may occlude each other with respect to a
particular view and have similar projected motion trajectories. In this situation there is no possibility of
resolving the ambiguity unless we have either observations from multiple views or strong priori knowledge of
object shape, appearance and movement. For many real situations objects have similar shape and appearance
which are changing over time. Together with independent irregular movement, the a priori knowledge is not
sufficient to efficiently resolve ambiguities. An example of object-object occlusion resulting in ambiguous
correspondence and failure of the TR strategy is shown in Figure 1(c). In this extreme case one of the three
3D-objects is occluded by another with less depth in each of the three views, so only two 2D-objects are
observed in each view. The independent 2D-tracking in each view may easily result in incorrect
correspondence. All three views must be considered simultaneously to resolve the ambiguity and correctly
track the 3D-objects.

(a) Failure of ordering constraint along the epipolar line

(b) 3D-reconstruction without temporal tracking results in
incorrect correspondence.

(c) Independent 2D-tracking without inter-view information results in incorrect spatial correspondence

Figure 1. Ambiguities in multiple view tracking
Due to the inherent ambiguities in visual tracking of multiple objects in 3D-space we must address the
simultaneous optimisation of the temporal correspondences as well as the spatial correspondence between
views. This leads to the combinatorial optimisation problem to consider the set of all possible spatio-temporal
matches and occlusions for multiple objects in multiple views to obtain a global optima. Evaluating the set of

all possible correspondence is prohibitively expensive even for a small number of objects and views. For
example with five objects in three views the total number of combinations to be considered is in excess of
1.7x106. In practice, heuristics from application knowledge can be used to prune the search space and reduce
the combinatorics. However, for real-time applications the complexity remains prohibitive, because tracking
performance is dependent on the worst cases, whose complexity can not always be reduced by heuristics. As a
result, reduction of the intrinsic complexity of the problem is highly advantageous to practical systems.

1.3 Overview of Approach to Reduction of Computational Complexity
Since estimating the 2D temporal correspondence for each view independently is computationally much
cheaper than solving the multiple view 3D-tracking problem, it may be possible that we can use the results of
the 2D-tracking as prior information for the resolution of multiple view correspondence. In many situations the
2D-tracking will achieve either all or partially correct correspondences. However, in general the single view 2D
temporal correspondences are unreliable due to the ambiguities caused by occlusion and clutter, as noted in
section 1.2 with the TR strategy. The key question. which this paper addresses, is how can we utilise the
unreliable prior information from independent 2D-tracking to reduce the complexity of the combinatorial
optimisation of estimating correspondences between observations of multiple objects in multiple views whist
maintaining reliable 3D-tracking.

In this paper we first model the multiple view 3D-tracking problem as a multi-layer box-ball allocation
problem, section 2.1 and 2.2. We then introduce a discrete relaxation algorithm which uses unreliable prior
information from independent 2D-tracking to reduce the combinatorial complexity, section 2.3. The algorithm
sorts all possible combinations according to their consistency with the prior information. Relaxation directs the
search for optimal results among all combinations in the descending order of their consistency to the prior. The
search terminates when all possible combinations, which are consistent with our uncertainty in the prior
information, have been evaluated. This results in an optimisation, which is robust to errors in our prior
knowledge from independent 2D-tracking and greatly reduces the computational complexity. This is a general
algorithm for integration of unreliable prior information into a combinatorial optimisation problem.
Furthermore, the algorithm could be applied in conjunction with symbolic optimisation algorithms such as
heuristic search or genetic algorithms to maintain their high performance while reduce the risk of local optima.

This algorithm is applied to the problem of 3D-tracking of skin-colour objects in multiple views, for the
purpose of human motion capture, section 3. Results demonstrate that simultaneous optimisation over multiple
views resolves the inherent ambiguities due to occlusion and clutter which produce errors in the independent
2D-tracking. The relaxation algorithm resolves errors in the 2D-tracking and significantly reduces the
computational complexity to achieving reliable 3D-tracking by integration of observations from multiple
views. Introduction of the 2D-tracking information as a prior greatly reduces the computational complexity
enabling real-time performance. In the case of unambiguous 2D information the computational cost reduces to
that of direct 3D-reconstruction from the 2D-tracking.

2.

Modelling the 3D-Tracking Problem

In this section we cast the problem of 3D-tracking in the presence of occlusion and clutter as a combinatorial
optimisation problem. This is modelled as a ‘box-ball allocation problem’ where the object labels are the boxes
and the set of observation labels are the balls. The box-ball model is a standard representation of the possible
label assignments for combinatorial optimisation problems [Wood 1993]. Modelling the problem in this way
allows integration of information across multiple views, which enables simultaneous optimisation over spatiotemporal correspondence for the 3D-tracking problem. Solution requires finding the global optima of a cost
function across all possible combinations. First we introduce the box-ball model for the single view case, then
extend the model to the multiple view case using a ‘multi-layer’ box-ball model. Finally we show how
introducing unreliable prior information can be used to enable efficient search whilst maintaining reliable
correspondence.
2.1 Single View Tracking
The problem of tracking multiple objects in a single view image sequence can be stated as:
Given a set of object labels Lt,={lt,i|i=1,..,nt}, at time t and the set of observation labels
Lt+1={lt+1,j|j=1,..,nt+1}, at time t+1, find the set Rt+1 of object-observation correspondence pairs
rk=<lt,i,lt+1,j> such that:
Rt+1={rk=<lt,i,lt+1,j>| lt,i ∈L*t⊆Lt , lt+1,j ∈L*t+1⊆Lt+1 };
(1)
where L*t and L*t+1 are the sub-set of ‘stable’ objects during the interval [t,t+1]. Stable objects are those
observed at both time t and time t+1. It should be noted that Lt can contain labels for objects not observed at
time t, thus if we know we are tracking a set of N objects the labels for each of these objects will always be
present in the label set even if they were not observed at time t. Other objects due to scene clutter will appear as
additional labels.
Finding correspondence pairs must allow for the possibility that objects appear and disappear due to occlusion
and clutter. In general we minimise a cost function of the form:
E(Rt+1)=

∑ε

rk ∈Rt +1

c

(rk ) +

∑ε

lt , i ∉L*t

d

(l t ,i ) +

∑ε

a
lt +1, j ∉L*t +1

(lt +1, j )

(2)

εc measures the cost of a correspondence pair rk=<lt,i,lt+1,j>. Objects not in L*t are objects that disappeared at
time t+1, with εd measuring the cost of ‘disappearing’. Observations not in L*t+1 are objects appearing at time
t+1, with εa measuring the cost of ‘appearing’, both of these cases are generally treated as outliers for singleview tracking. The form of individual terms is dependent on the particular application as discussed in section 3.

The tracking problem of equation (1) can be cast as a combinatorial box-ball assignment problem [Wood
1993]. In the generic box-ball assignment problem we have a set of boxes and a set of balls. Each possible
assignment of balls into boxes will generate an associated cost. In the general case some boxes may be empty
and some balls may not be assigned to boxes. Empty boxes and unassigned balls will also contribute an

associated cost. The optimal solution of the ‘box-ball assignment problem’ is the assignment of balls to boxes
which gives the minimum cost. This is a combinatorial optimisation problem for which the cost of all possible
assignments must be evaluated to guarantee that the global minima is found. A problem tree is commonly used
to represent all possible assignment configurations as leaf nodes. The optimal solution is then obtained by
evaluating the leaf node with minimum cost in either depth-first or breadth-first order. Searching the problem
tree to evaluate the cost of all possible configurations provides a general solution. It should be noted that the
assignment is symmetric, exchanging the meaning of the boxes and balls results in a different problem tree
structure but exactly the same optimal solution.

In the single view tracking problem, we let the object labels Lt, be the boxes and the observation labels Lt+1, be
the balls. Equivalently the observations could be boxes and objects balls resulting in the same set of objectobservation combinations. Due to occlusion and clutter some boxes may be empty if an object dissappeared
and

‘new’ boxes are required to allow for objects which may appear. All possible object-observation

combinations are represented in a problem tree with each level representing a unique box (object) and each
node representing the assignment of an observation to that box (object). Each child node is a possible
observation to be assigned in the next layer. New boxes must be included in the problem tree as possible new
object labels.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the problem tree for a simple combination of two boxes (objects) and two balls
(observations) with the observation labels as (1), (2) or empty ( ) meaning the object is not observed. New box
1 and 2 allow for the possibility of one or both of the two observations corresponding to new objects. Each leaf
node of the tree is a candidate solution, and finding the global optima requires evaluation of the cost for each
leaf node according to equation (2). In this simple case there are a total of seven combinations to be evaluated.

The complexity of the problem is the total number of possible combinations, for n boxes and m balls, this can
be calculated by the following recursive formula:

 F (n, m) = nF ( n − 1, m − 1) + F (n, m − 1) = mF (n − 1, m − 1) + F (n − 1, m)

 F (n,0) = F (0, m) = 1

(3)

which gives the close-formed solution:
m

i
i
for n ≥ m
 F ( n, m) = ∑ Cm Pn
i =0

n
 F (n, m) = ∑ Cni Pmi
for n ≤ m

i=0
n!
Pi
n!
where Pmi =
is the number of purmutations of i things from a set of n and Cmi = mi =
is the number of
(n − i )!
Pi
i!(n − i)!

(4)

combinations of i things from a set of n.

Equations (3) and (4) are symmetrical with respect to n and m (F(n,m)=F(m,n)), because the box and ball can
alternate their roles without ambiguity. For single view tracking (2D tracking), this symmetry indicates that
either the objects at time t or the observations at time t+1 can be used as

the boxes for the box-ball

assignment problem. The total complexity will rapidly explode with the increase of n and m, for example,
F(3,3)=34, F(4,4)=209, F(5,5) =1546.

This is an NP-complete problem [Wood 1993], with no dynamic programming solution, because finding an
optimal sub-problem does not guarantee the global optima. Branch clipping to prune invalid branches of the
problem tree can in general reduce the complexity of such problems. In practice due to the inherent
combinatorial complexity the labelling problem remains prohibitively expensive for multiple objects and
observations [Haralick and Shapiro 1979]. Heuristic search using knowledge of the specific problem or
stochastic techniques such as simulated annealing and genetic algorithms can also be applied but suffer from
local optima. For 3D-tracking, possible heuristic clipping rules include the maximum number of objects, the
maximum distance between objects and observations and their similarity in appearance (shape, colour etc.)
[Zhang and Faugeras 1994]. The cost function is based on the distance between observations and predicted
object positions together with fixed penalty cost for appearing and disappearing objects.
2.2 Multiple View Tracking
In this section we extend the standard box-ball model to represent all possible object-observation
correspondences from multiple camera views in a single problem tree. A ‘multi-layer’ box-ball model is
introduced to represent all possible combinations from multiple views. The different layers or levels within
each box correspond to each view. Observations (balls) from each view are only assigned to the appropriate
layer within a box. This leads to a problem tree hierarchy with multiple layers within each box, one for each
camera view. For multiview tracking, stable objects at time t have to be the boxes and observations from all
views at time t+1 will be the balls, therefore the symmetry of the single view assignment problem is lost.

Figure 2(b) illustrates the multi-layer box-ball model for the simple problem of one object (box) and two views
(layers) with one observation (ball) for each view. Two new boxes are required to represent the possibility of
one or both of the observations corresponding to a previously unobserved object due to clutter and the
possibility that the observations correspond to different objects. The leaf nodes of the problem tree represent
all possible combinations irrespective of the ordering of the layers within each box. It should be noted that even
in this very simple case of a single object from two views there are five possible combinations to be evaluated.
As in the single view case equation (2) defines the total cost of each solution where the cost function is now
summed across all label correspondences in all views.

The complexity of the multi-layer box-ball problem is the total number of possible combinations across all
views. For N boxes (objects) and K layers (views) with M1, …, MK balls (observations in each view) , the
complexity is given by:
F(M1,...,MK , N ) =

min(M1 , N )

∑

i1 =0

CMi1 1 PNi1 (

min(M 2 +M1 −i1 , N )
i2
i2
M2 N
i2 = 0

∑C P

( ... (

min(M K + M K −1 −iK −1 , N )
iK
iK
MK N
i K =0

∑C

In the special case where there are no outliers equation (5) simplifies to:

P ) ... ))

(5)

K

F(M1,...,MK , N) = ∏PNM i .

(6)

i =1

Equation (6) gives the complexity for the simplest case, without occlusion or clutter, which gives an indication
of the minimum complexity for multiple view tracking. In practice for real tracking applications due to
occlusion and clutter the complexity, from equation (5), is likely to be significantly greater than the simple case
of equation (6). To achieve reliable real-time tracking we have to address the problem of finding the global
minima whilst reducing the computational cost by efficient tree search.

(a) Single layer

(b) Two layers

Figure 2. Problem trees for single and multi-layer box-ball assignment

2.3 Relaxation using Prior Knowledge
In this section we address the central issue of how to utilise unreliable prior knowledge to reduce the
computational complexity in combinatorial problems such as multiview 3D-tracking. Independent 2D-tracking
in each view provides a computationally efficient mechanism to obtain a set of prior ‘unreliable’ objectobservation correspondences. Results of this tracking provide useful prior information to direct the 3D tracking
for simultaneous optimisation of correspondence and reconstruction across multiple views. Here the term
“prior” is used to denote the set of estimated correspondences from independent 2D tracking which provide
prior knowledge for solving the correspondence problem at time t+1. In this case the prior is a discrete set of
correspondence estimates rather than a continuous probability distribution on the likelihood of matches.
The use of 2D tracking as a prior for 3D tracking assumes consistency between the 2D temporal observationobservation correspondences and 3D spatial object-observation correspondence, for example if 2D observation
label lj,k,t of layer (view) j is found to correspond to 3D object label li by the 3D-tracking at time t, and to
correspond to lj,m,t+1 by 2D tracking at time t+1 with the correspondence pair < lj,m,t+1, lj,k,t>, then if the prior 2D
tracking is correct lj,m,t+1 corresponds to li. . As a result we get the correspondence pair <li , lj,m,t+1> as an
uncertain prior for the 3D-tracking at time t+1. If the prior is correct then this object-observation
correspondence does not have to be considered in the optimisation. In every layer, each 2D label observed at
both time t and t+1 will contribute such an object-observation pair, and the final prior is a table of label
correspondences. If the 2D tracking is correct, then all correspondences in the prior are correct too, and 3Dtracking only needs to deal with 2D objects that have disappeared and appeared resulting in lower complexity.

Table 1 shows an example of how the prior for a two-layer problem is derived. After 3D tracking at time t, we
know that there are three 3D objects “A”, “D”, “E”. Also at time t in the first view (layer1) we observed two
2D objects “a” and “b”, with “a” corresponding to “A” and “b” to “E”; in the second view (layer2) we observed
three 2D objects “f”, “g”, and “h”, with “g” corresponding to “A”, “f” to “D” and “h” to “E”.At time t+1, in
the first view (layer1) we observed two objects “c” and “d” and in the second view (layer 2) we observed
three objects “i”, “j” and “k”. From the 2D-tracking in the first view between time t and time t+1, we estimate
that object “c” corresponds to “b”, and object “d” does not correspond to a stable object from time t. Since
observation “b” corresponds to object “E” at time , we get the prior correspondence pair <c, E>. Following the
same process, we obtain the set of prior correspondence for both views at time t+1 {<i, A>, <c, E>, <j, E>}.
For imperfect 2D-tracking, the objects that appear such as label “d” in layer 1 might actually correspond to
previous observations. The estimated prior correspondences between observations at t and t+1, such as label
“i” and “j” in layer 2, might also be erroneous. The problem is then given these prior correspondence estimates
with possible errors to establish the object-observation correspondence at time t+1.

3D-tracking at time t
3D labels

A

2D labels for Layer1

a

2D labels for Layer2

g

Note

D

f

2D-tracking at time t+1 (<lj,m,t+1, lj,k,t >)

E

Prior table for 3D-tracking at time t+1
A

b

<c, b>

<d, null>

h

<i, g>

<j, h>

D

E
c

<k, null>

i

j

3 3D-objects are observed

In layer 1, old observation a has

There are 1 and 2 prior information

(A, D, E) with 2 and 3 2D-

disappeared and a new observation d

for layers 1 and 2, respectively. The

objects observations

at

layer 1 and 2, respectively.

appeared; in layer 2, old observation f

result of 2D-tracking shows that the

disappeared and new observation k

original 3D-object D has disappeared.

appeared.

Table 1. Prior Generation for 3D-tracking from 2D-tracking

In the presence of ambiguities such as occlusion, clutter and irregular movement there will be errors in the prior
information which must be taken into account in searching for the optimal spatio-temporal correspondence.
The problem is how to utilise the unreliable prior to improve the efficiency whilst ensuring that the global
optima is reached. Relaxation labelling processes are an established mechanism for dealing with ambiguities
and noise in vision systems [Hummel and Zucker 1983]. We introduce a ‘discrete relaxation’ algorithm which
orders object-observation correspondences according to their consistency with the prior. Relaxing the
consistency with the prior to allow for the maximum number of errors, according to a measure of the minimum
reliability, ensures that the global optima will be included in the set of object-observation correspondences.
Ordering enables efficient search for the optimal solution taking into account errors in the prior. Relaxation
labelling processes are an established mechanism for dealing with ambiguities and noise. This is a general
methodology for combinatorial optimisation problems for introducing uncertain prior knowledge with known
reliability to reduce the computational complexity.
Given a set of prior object-observation correspondences, RPt+1={rPk =<lt,i,lt+1,j>| lt,i∈L*t⊆Lt , lt+1,j ∈L*t+1⊆Lt+1
k=0...NP}, the prior is composed of two sub-sets the correct correspondences, RPCt+1, and the erroneous

correspondences, RPEt+1 , such that RPt+1 =RPCt+1 ∪ RPEt+1. Taking an arbitrary sub-set of the priors, RPSt+1 ={rPj |
rPj∈ RPt+1 j=0...NPU}, we can prune the problem tree such that for N objects and M observations the total
number of combinations to be evaluated for a single-layer problem is given by F(N-NPU ,M-NPU) in equation
(4). A similar result will hold for the multi-layer problem in equation (5) where priors correspond to
observations in specific views. As we do not know which subset of the priors are correct we must consider
problem trees for multiple subsets, RPSt+1, of the prior to establish the set of correct correspondences
RPSt+1=RPCt+1.
A discrete relaxation labelling algorithm is applied to relax the consistency with the prior information allowing
for erroneous priors. This produces ordered sets of object-observation correspondences according to their
consistency with the prior. We identify the set of all possible solutions which are consistent with the prior up to
a ‘relaxation factor’ . The relaxation factor, λ, is defined from the total number of priors, NP, and number of
priors used, NPU, as: λ=(NP – NPU)/NP where λ∈[0,1]. A relaxation factor λ=0 corresponds to complete
consistency with the prior information (no errors) and λ=1 corresponds to no prior information such that the
complete problem tree must be evaluated. For a given value of λ there are a number of possible sub-sets of the
prior, {RPSt+1}, such that the number of priors in each set is NPU . Each sub-set of priors produces a pruned
problem tree which must be evaluated.
Let us assume a lower bound, cmin, for the reliability of the prior information, RPt+1, such that the number of
correct correspondences NPC≥ cminNP. Then we can define the maximum relaxation factor, λmax = (1-cmin), such
that the number of prior correspondences used NPU ≥(1-λmax )NP . Gradual increase of the relaxation factor λ
from 0 to λmax in discrete steps corresponding to NPU=[NP ,(NP –1),..., cminNP ] produces all possible subsets,


RPSt+1 , in the order of their consistency with the prior. By using each of these subsets, the original problem tree
is simplified to a set of sub-trees. The optimisation is performed with reduced complexity by evaluation of
combinations for each of the sub-trees. Given a strict lower bound for the reliability, cmin , the set of sub-trees
is guaranteed to contain the optimal solution. In practice an appropriate lower bound for the reliability can be
estimated for a particular application from the worst-case failure of the prior estimator across a wide range of
examples, such as 2D tracking as discussed in section 3.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the problem sub-trees which are generated in the simple single layer (view) problem of
two boxes (objects) and two balls (observations) and two priors with relaxation factors 0, 0.5 and 1. The prior
correspondences are <1,2> and <2,1> where the correspondence <lt,I , lt+1,j> is between the object label, lt,i , and
the observation lt+1,j . Relaxing this prior with a relaxation factor λ=0.5, gives two possible sub-trees with
either <1,2> or <2,1> as the prior, Figure 3(c). With λmax=0.5, the original problem tree is decomposed into
four sub-trees three of which must be evaluated as shown in Figure 3(a). This reduces the number of
combinations to be evaluated from seven to five. Many intermediate nodes are repeated in the sub-trees, so the
computational complexity of finding the global optima is not significantly reduced. This repetition increases
with problem size resulting in increased complexity, elimination of this inherent redundancy is addressed in the
next section.

In practice when evaluating correspondences according to a cost function as in equation (2) we may terminate
the search after the cost falls below a threshold based on the expected noise level in the data. Likewise if given
a maximum relaxation factor the optimal matching cost does not fall below the expected noise level then we
may have a greater number of errors in the prior and further relaxation has to be performed on the priors. For
the application of 3D tracking presented in section 3 having set the prior reliability from the worst-case 2D
tracking failure for a set of example sequences all solutions were found within the maximum relaxation factor.

(a). Directly using prior rules without
tabu.

(b). Tree decomposition by uncertain prior
and tabu

Step

f

Tabu

0.0

Prior
2(1)
1(2)

1
2a

0.5

2(1)

1(2)

2b

0.5

1(2)

2(1)

3

1.0

1(2)
2(1)

(c). Relaxation steps, prior, and
tabu

Figure 3. Problem Tree Decomposition using Prior Knowledge

2.4 Eliminating Redundancy in Relaxation

In the previous section we introduced a gradual relaxation algorithm which produces a set of problem sub-trees
in the order of their consistency with the prior. Direct evaluation of all combinations for the problem sub-trees
results in redundancy due to the repetition of nodes, as illustrated in Figure 3(a). Redundancy results from prior
correspondences being included as non-prior correspondences in the relaxed problem sub-trees. For example,
in the second sub-tree of Figure 3(a) with λ=0.5 and prior <2,1>, although <1,2> is no longer a prior, the
corresponding nodes are still generated in the problem sub-tree. Appendix A gives a mathematical analysis of
the complexity resulting from this redundancy.

In order to avoid this redundancy, we introduce the idea of “ negative” prior or tabu. Unlike the “ positive”
prior, negative prior forbids a certain ball (observation) to be allocated into a certain box (object). In a specific
relaxation step which uses the prior sub-set RPSt+1 with NPU prior rules, the set of all unused priors, RT
{rPk

∉R

PS

t+1},

t+1=

serves as the tabu-set of NT=NP-NPU negative prior rules. The tabu-set are used as clipping rules

for generation of the problem sub-tree in each step of the discrete relaxation algorithm. All nodes
corresponding to negative priors are not included in the problem sub-tree. As a consequence, the resulting subtrees are not topological sub-trees of the original problem tree. No nodes are repeated for all sub-trees
generated by increasing the relaxation factor from 0 to 1. This eliminates the inherent redundancy in the

relaxed problem sub-trees, which minimises the computational complexity in evaluating the global optima for a
given maximum relaxation factor.

Figure 3(b) shows the decomposed problem sub-trees when using the tabu set on the same example as Figure
3(a). For the same maximum relaxation factor λmax=0.5, the complexity is further reduced from five to three
and no node is repeated. An analysis of the computational complexity of this approach is given in Appendix A,
which shows that under ideal condition this relaxation algorithm reduces the intrinsic combinatorial complexity
with respect to the number of layers (views), K, number of priors, NP, and the maximum relaxation factor, λmax,
by a factor of at least (1/(λmax


P)!)

K

. For example with five objects, three views and five priors with a

relaxation factor of λmax=0.6, even under ideal conditions the resulting complexity is 1/216 of the original size.
If empty boxes and new boxes are allowed, the reduction rate will be even greater. For example, in the simple
case of Figure 3, if empty and new boxes are not allowed, the complexity will be reduced by a factor
1/((0.5 2)!)=1.0, i.e., no reduction. However, allowing for objects appearing and disappearing the complexity
is reduced by a factor 3/7, as shown in Figure 3(b). The reason is that when outliers exist, there will be more
boxes for lower layers of the problem tree because of the new generated boxes in upper layer, and the reduction
in complexity will increase with the increase in the number of boxes. Appendix A presents a detailed analysis
of the algorithm complexity and Appendix B presents details of the algorithm implementation.

3.

Application: Real-time 3D-Tracking of Human Movement Using Multiple Cameras

In this section we apply the relaxation algorithm to the problem of image based human motion capture from
multiple calibrated cameras. This is an inherently difficult 3D-tracking problem due to the high number of
degrees-of-freedom, occurrence of self-occlusion and clutter from both the subject and background, and
difficulty of stereo correspondence between views with a large baseline.A large baseline between camera views
is necessary to ensure that salient features are not self-occluded in all views for movements such as turning
around. In this section we investigate the application of the framework developed in section 2 for a three
camera system. The intention here is to demonstrate the utility of the framework to obtain correct spatiotemporal correspondence. To capture the full range of human movement a larger number of cameras are
required and the framework could equally be applied to such a system.

Feature based tracking using cues such as skin-colour has been shown to provide a useful source of information
for efficient tracking of human movement [Schiele et al. 1995, McKenna et al. 1998, Wren et al.1996,
Yonemoto et al. 2000]. Resulting feature correspondence can be used to provide strong constraints on a
kinematic model and hence reduce the degrees-of-freedom in posture estimation. However, appearance based
correspondence methods will fail for ambigous situations such as multiple observations close to the same epipolar line, as discussed in section 1. This situation is common for skin tracking during human movement. For
the specific case of three cameras use of the trifocal tensor [Hartley and Zisserman, 2000] provides an
addtional constraint. However, in general this does not help resolve multiview ambiguities. Crowley et al.
[Crowley et al. 1992] presented the underlying theory of the TR approach, due to inherent ambiguities of selfocclusion and clutter independent tracking and reconstruction fails for human movement.Figure 4 shows the
captured images and 2D skin feature tracking for a typical ambiguous human posture which may result in
tracking failure. The camera configuration for the three views is illustrated in Figure 6(a) , the large rectangular
regions are the three image planes and the small regions the reconstructed hand, head and feet locations.
Detailed calibration parameters are listed in Appendix C.

In this section, we address the problem of tracking and labelling multiple parts of a person performing complex
movements where 2D tracking from a single view or direct spatial correspondence between views fails. The
purpose of this application is to demonstrate that the framework introduced in section 2 enables us to reliably
and efficient integrate observations from multiple views in the presence of ambiguities. In this work we do not
introduce a kinematic model and treat object motion independently. A kinematic model could be used for
motion prediction if desired but may result in unreliable prediction for irregular movement. Results of the 3D
tracking could be used to constrain the degrees-of-freedom of a kinematic model. Independent 2D tracking of
skin-colour features is performed in each view with low computational complexity. Results of the 2D tracking
serve as a prior for the discrete relaxation algorithm. Simultaneous 3D tracking over multiple views is used to
resolve ambiguities and errors which result for tracking in any single view.

(a)

Multi-view images/regions

(b) Silhouette & Features

(c) Three ambiguous postures with same feature/silhouettes

Figure 4. Example of posture ambiguity for the silhouette and skin-regions without 3D-tracking

3.1 2D-Tracking
In this application the head, hands and feet of a person are tracked in individual 2D views using pixel
classification based on skin-colour and region segmentation. An overview of the system used for 2D-tracking is
illustrated in Figure 5. Motion prediction is performed assuming a constant acceleration model. Matching
between regions identified in subsequent time frames is performed by comparing the distance to the predicted
location together with the similarity of the colour distribution and shape for candidate regions. A single layer
box-ball model, as presented in section 2.1, is used to find the optimal match between 2D regions. In this work
results of 2D-tracking serve as prior information for the 3D-tracking. The performance of the algorithm and
conditions under which 2D-tracking fails due to self-occlusion and clutter are expected to be similar to
previous approaches using colour regions or blobs, such as [Wren et al. 1996, McKenna et al.1998]. A blue
screen studio is used to reduce background clutter although some erroneous background regions occur due to
shadowing. Three synchronised calibrated cameras (30Hz) are used with a baseline of approximately 1.5m
between them so that all parts of the body are visible in at least one camera view throughout the captured
sequences.

A typical set of images captured from the three camera views is shown in Figure 4(a) together with the
extracted colour objects. Due to the wide-baseline it is not possible to directly match image regions between
views based on their appearance. Use of the epipolar constraint to match observations of body parts between
views fails for postures such as that shown in Figure 4. For our experimental conditions the average error rate
for 2D body-part tracking in each view for complex human movement is around 5% with a worst-case error of
40%. In this work the worst-case error was evaluated by taking the worst 2D-tracking failure (total number of
incorrectly labelled objects) for any image frame across all three views for ten test sequences of complex
movements comprising a total of approximately 13K frames. The 2D-tracking error is composed of three
factors: false positive errors (background clutter); true negative errors (occlusion of body part); and 2Dtracking errors (incorrect correspondence) with average error rates of 1.8%, 3%, 0.2% and worst case 40%,
33%, 40% respectively. The 2D skin-region tracking is performed in approximately 10ms per frame on a
450MHz PentiumIII CPU.

Image Frames

Pixel Classification

Feature Mapping Image

Area Simplification

Area Generation

Area Image

Objects Recognition

Initial Objects Area Image

Objects Tracking

Objects Area Image

Motion Prediction

Figure 5: Outline of 2D-tracking Framework
Prior information is derived from “ stable” 2D and 3D labels in the previous 3D-tracking and current 2Dtracking results, as described in section 2.3. Constant acceleration motion prediction is used for both 2D and
3D-tracking, with velocity x’ and acceleration x” at time t+1 evaluated from previous positions:

xt′′+1 = x′t′ = xt′ − xt′−1 = [ xt − xt −1 ] − [ xt −1 − xt − 2 ] = xt − 2 xt −1 + xt −2
xt′+1 = xt′ + xt′′+1 = 2 xt − 3 xt −1 + xt −2
xt +1 = xt + xt′+1 = 3 xt − 3xt −1 + xt −2
A more sophisticated approach could be used to predict the object position using a similar dynamic model with
the covariance of previous estimates such as the Kalman filter [Bar-Shalom 1988]. For the purposes of this
work, the simple dynamic model has been found to be sufficient and practical. In the case of human motion,
which can be highly irregular, a more sophisticated model may not significantly increase performance.

3.2 3D-Tracking
Applying the multi-layer box-ball model introduced in section 2.2 to 3D-tracking, the boxes are the 3D objects
to be tracked, and the balls are actually 3D rays defined from 2D image feature points as well as camera
parameters. Figure 6(a) shows an example of tracking five skin-coloured objects from three views. The three
grey regions are the image planes of three cameras; the lines are the 3D rays defined by 2D feature points,
which are the centroids of skin-coloured objects from 2D area-based tracking; and the dark boxes are the 3D
objects reconstructed and tracked.

For a multi-camera network, as illustrated in Figure 6(b), the position and orientation of a specific camera is
given by the external rotation and translation parameters (R,T) which define the relation between the world coordinate p and the local co-ordinate p’ as:

p’=R p+T
Using a pin-hole camera model the intrinsic parameters for the centre of projection (u,v) and focal lengths (fx,
fy) give the 3D ray for image point (x,y), as illustrate in Figure 6(b):
s=-R-1


d=R-1 ((x-u)/fx, (y-v)/ fy, 1)T
where s is the start point, i.e., the focal centre of the camera, and d the direction vector.

If a set of observation rays, S={Ri(si ,di ), i=1,…,N} where si is the start point and di the normalised directional
vector, are allocated into one box, then the 3D point reconstructed from these rays pr(S) is the current estimated
position of the 3D object corresponding to this box. Here we perform a standard least-square reconstruction
method, which minimises the sum of square distances from pr to all rays in S:,
N

arg min ∑ dis 2 ( p r , Ri )
pr

(7)

i =1

where dis2(pr, Ri) is the squared Euclidean distance between the 3D point pr and 3D ray R.i. The reader is
referred to [Faugeras 1993] for more details about pinhole camera geometry and least-square 3D reconstruction
from multiple views.

For a specific 3D object with label lt,i and predicted position pp(lt,i), if a set of 2D objects from different views
(layers) with labels <lt+1,1,...... ,lt+1,n> is allocated to it, the cost of this correspondence rj=<lt,i , lt+1,1,...... ,lt+1,n> is
then evaluated as a truncated sum of the reconstruction error and the prediction error:

εc(rj) = α•εlsq(lt+1,1...... ,lt+1,n)+(1-α)|| pp (lt,i ) - pr(lt+1,1...... ,lt+1,n)||

(8)

where pr(lt+1,1...... ,lt+1,n) is the 3D point reconstructed from the rays define <lt+1,1,...... ,lt+1,n>, and εlsq is the leastsquare reconstruction error for the 3D point pr defined by (7). The scalar weight, α, is a normalisation factor
proportional to the number of 2D labels allocated to this 3D object. Outliers corresponding to objects that are
appearing and disappearing between subsequent time frames are assigned a constant penalty.

Figure 6(c) illustrates how the 3D reconstruction from 2D points, p1,1 on camera 1, p2,1 on camera 2 and p3,2 on
camera 3, is performed, and how the cost is evaluated from this reconstruction and the predicted position p* of
the 3D object to be tracked.

(a) 3D-tracking of single pose (large rectangles are cameras, small rectangles 3D skin blobs)

(b) camera framework

(c) 3D-reconstruction and error measuring

Figure 6: 3D-tracking, camera framework, 3D reconstruction and error measurement

3.3 Results
The relaxation algorithm presented in section 2 has been applied to the problem of 3D-tracking of body parts
for sequences of human movement totalling 13K frames.

Results are presented for five sequences of

movements captured in three views and three sequences captured in only two views. Many of the movements
are of sufficient complexity that the 2D-tracking fails. In each camera view the location of five body parts
(head, hands and feet) are tracked in 2D using the approach outlined in section 3.1. The 3D-tracking is then
performed across all three camera views using prior information collected from previous 3D-tracking and
current 2D-tracking results for the discrete relaxation algorithm of sections 2.3 and 3.2.

As the worst-case frame-to-frame error rate for the 2D-tracking is known to be 40% a maximum relaxation
factor of, λmax = 0.6, is used throughout to ensure that the global minima of the cost function is included in the
sub-tree decomposition of the problem tree. All labels are initialised according to their label in the 1st frame. No
further search is performed if the reconstructed object position does not fall below the maximum distance
threshold, dmax =0.5m, between the reconstructed and predicted position. This threshold is the maximum
expected reconstruction error due to errors in the centroid calculation and camera calibration between views.
Therefore, the results presented give a direct evaluation of the algorithm for relaxation using unreliable prior
knowledge presented in section 2. For all sequences tested the 3D-tracking only fails to reconstruct the correct
3D position when the object is occluded in two or more of the three views. Costs for appearance and
disappearance of objects in equation (2) are set to constant values εa=εd=(dmax/3)2.

Tables 2 and 3 summarise the results of the tracking process in terms of the failure rate for each of the 2D
views and the corresponding 3D-failure rate for incorrect labelling of the reconstructed body part locations in
three and two view sequences of increasing complexity. These tables also give the average computation time
per frame for 3D-tracking on a single 450MHz PentiumIII CPU with 128Mb RAM.

These results demonstrate that there is considerable improvement in the reliability of the tracking process when
the correspondence is integrated over multiple views. The total tracking error is considerably reduced for all
image sequences. For the spinning and waving hands sequences there are instances where one or more of the
objects is occluded in all views resulting in possible failure of the 3D-tracking. In the running sequence rapid
and irregular movement of the feet, which violate the constant acceleration assumption causes two 3D tracking
errors. In all other cases the simultaneous optimisation over multiple views correctly tracks all 3D objects all
the time, despite the large number of errors in the 2D-tracking.

Results for computation times given in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that the use of uncertain prior knowledge
together with the relaxation algorithm presented in section 2.3 results in a considerable reduction in the
computational cost whilst maintaining reliability. The 3D-tracking results are the same with and without
relaxation. The average computational cost is reduced by at least an order of magnitude over direct
computation without the prior-based relaxation algorithm. This enables 3D-tracking to be performed in realtime even when the correspondence of all objects is ambiguous. The graphs in Figure 7 show the number of
cost function evaluations (iteration number) vs. frame number for four of the movement sequences with and
without relaxation. Peaks in the computation time correspond to situations where there are errors in the 2Dtracking due to ambiguity in one or more views. In all cases these ambiguities are correctly resolved in
considerably less time than evaluation without relaxation which is performed over all object-observation
combinations where the maximum distance between the predicted position and observed image ray is less than
dmax.

Sequence
Frame number
2D-tracking
False Positive
True Negative
2D-tracking
3D-tracking
Total Tracking Error
Avg. Frame Rate
(Frame/Second)

No Relaxation
Relaxation

Walking
3x450
90
20
0
0

Bending
3x300
145
190
5
0

Jumping
3x300
110
120
4
0

Running
3x300
110
240
12
2

Spin Hands
3x200
40
120
17
4

2
20

0.3
13

0.5
17

0.5
11

0.3
14

Table 2. Experiment results for five 3-view sequences of increasing complexity
Sequence
Frame number
Approximate 2DFalse Positive
tracking error
True Negative
number
Error Tracking

Waving Hands
2x154
0
38
22

Alternating Feet
2x150
0
22
12

Bend and Twist
2x136
0
0
0

3D-tracking
Avg. Frame Rate
(Frame/Second)

Error Tracking
No Relaxation
Relaxation

1
5.5
>20

0
8.5
>20

0
6.2
>20

Table 3. Experiment results for three 2-view sequences

running

400

80
iteration number

iteration number

bending

300
200
100
0

60
40
20
0
frame no.
non-relaxation
relaxation

frame no.
non-relaxation

relaxation

(a) Stretching, bending, and putting hands down to the floor,
with either feet between them or outside (high-level of
ambiguity between 2D hands and feet)

(b) Running on the spot with rapid local and global movements
(high-level of occlusion between left and right side)

waving hands

alternating feet and
turning around body
iteration number

iteration number

20
15
10
5
0
frame no.
non-relaxation

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
frame no.

relaxation

(c) waving hands in front of the body (rapid movement with
occlusion)

non-relaxation

relaxation

(d) alternating left and right feet, then turning body around (feet
disappearing and reappearing)

Figure 7: Performance comparison of 3D-tracking with and without the prior-based relaxation

Figure 8 shows the results of 3D-tracking for three of the sequences that contain highly ambiguous postures.
The upper portion of each sequence shows the captured multiple view images together with the 2D skin-colour
regions identified by tracking labels, the lower diagram shows the 3D-reconstruction with the camera views,
3D rays for region centroids and the labelled reconstructed 3D points (coloured according to their label). For
all three sequences the camera configuration is the same as Figure 6(a), and the parameters are listed in
Appendix C. To allow visualisation of the depth information, they are presented in different viewpoints and
directions. Figure 8(a) is a sequence of crouching postures which results in incorrect 2D correspondence
between hands and feet. Figure 8(b) is a running sequence in which the hands and feet performed rapid and

close motion resulting in 2D-tracking failure. Figure 8(c) is a spinning hands sequence with self-occlusion and
rapid motion. In all cases the 3D-tracking resolves the ambiguity by integrating information from multiple
views.

Movies

of

these

experiments

on

our

web

page

give

more

intuitive

(http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/CVSSP/3DVision/3DTracking).

(a) Bending sequence with ambiguity between hands and feet

(b) Running sequence with rapid and close motion

(c) Spinning hands sequence with occluded hands and rapid motion

Figure 8. Results of 3D-tracking for 3 sequences with a high-level of 2D-tracking errors

illustration

4.

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a discrete relaxation algorithm which uses unreliable prior knowledge to
reduce the inherent computational complexity of combinatorial optimisation problems. This algorithm has been
applied to the problem of 3D-tracking from multiple views to address two key issues:
•

Simultaneous optimisation of multiple view correspondences and 3D reconstruction

•

Computation of efficient solutions for real-time performance

Reliable 3D-tracking in the presence of occlusion and clutter requires the simultaneous correspondence and 3D
reconstruction across multiple views. However, many approaches in computer vision address the problems of
correspondence and reconstruction independently due to the inherent combinatorial complexity that prohibits
real-time performance.

Gradual relaxation to allow for errors in the prior knowledge gives a set of sub-trees which are ordered
according to their consistency with the prior. Sub-tree decomposition using tabu-sets eliminates redundancy in
evaluating the optimal solution. Relaxation up to a maximum reliability in the prior greatly reduces the
computational complexity and is guaranteed to find the optimal solution provided the reliability of the prior is
correct. This is a general approach to using unreliable prior knowledge to reduce the complexity of
combinatorial optimisation problems.

The discrete relaxation algorithm has been applied to the problem of tracking parts of the human body (head,
hands and feet) from three camera views. Independent 2D-tracking in each camera view results in a high-level
of tracking errors due the inherent ambiguity from occlusion and close proximity between observations which
results in incorrect correspondences. Application of the relaxation algorithm using independent 2D-tracking as
uncertain prior knowledge greatly reduces the failure rate whilst maintaining real-time performance. Results
on multiple sequences containing ambiguous movements demonstrate that simultaneous optimisation over
multiple views gives reliable 3D-tracking. The use of uncertain prior knowledge reduces the computational cost
of 3D-tracking by an order of magnitude.

Further work will investigate the 3D-tracking of body parts for the full range of human movement with an
increased number of camera views. Extension of this approach will incorporate kinematic and dynamic models
of human motion to constrain the optimisation and improve 3D-motion prediction.
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Appendix A: Complexity Analysis of Relaxed Multi-Layer Box-Ball Allocation Problem

As shown in section 2, there is no close-form solution about the complexity of generalised multi-layer box-ball
allocation problem, and possible clipping rules for specific problems will definitely simplify the solution space,
therefore the precise analysis varies from application to application. In this section we give some analysis to a
simplified problem by some assumptions, and compare the complexity of our relaxation algorithm to the
original problem without the use of prior, so that the performance improvement of our algorithm can be
understood in the order of magnitude. The assumptions we make are as follows:
1. No Clutter: Every observation (ball) corresponds to an object (box).
2. No Occlusion: All objects (boxes) are observed.
3. Equal Confidence: All priors have equal confidence.
4. Independence: Allocation of observations (balls) in each layer is independent.
These assumptions, which describe an ideal tracking situation, imply that the number of boxes in each layer is
less than boxes. The problem, followed the definition in section 2, comes out to be:

Given M boxes with L layers, in each of which Nl,
direction of Pl , Pl Nl, priors with confidence ,0

l=1,…,L

(Nl M), balls will be allocated under the

1.0, what is the number of all validate allocation

ways.

This number, which we denote as (M, L, N1,Pl…,NL,PL, ), gives the intrinsic complexity of the problem that
describes the searching steps of the algorithm to find the absolute-global-optimal allocation way that minimise
the cost function.

From assumption 4 we understand that the total complexity is the multiplication of the complexity in all layers.
We then denote this as


(M, L, N1,Pl…,NL,PL, )=

l=1,… ,L 1(M,

N1,Pl, )

(A.1)

Without the use of prior, we have the complexity of each layer is the permutation number of M and N1, i.e.,
1(M,

N

N1)=P Ml =

M!
( M − N l )!

If k, k<=Nl priors are used, the complexity is reduced to

(A.2)

1(M,

N1, k)= 1(M-k, N1-k)=

( M − k )!
M!

1(M,

N1)

(A.3)

For Pl priors with confidence , we understand that at least P*l= Pl priors are correct. If gradually relaxing the
priors to P*l and decomposing the problem tree without tabu to eliminate repetition, we obtain the complexity
of single layer
Pl

Pl

1(M,

N1,Pl, )=

∑ Γ (M, N , k)


1

l

k = Pl *λ

k
Pl

=

∑λC

k = Pl ⋅

k
Pl

⋅ ( M − k )!
M!

1(M,

N1)

(A.4)

This yields the complexity reduction rate for single layer
Pl

l(M,

N1,Pl, )=

∑λC

k = Pl ⋅

k
Pl

⋅ ( M − k )!
(A.5)

M!

and for total problem
Pl

∑λC

k = Pl ⋅


(M, L, N1,Pl… ,NL,PL, )=

k
Pl

l=1,… ,L

⋅ ( M − k )!
(A.6)

M!

With relative smaller Pl and (or) , (A.5) may even yield a rate larger than 1.0, which means the degradation of
the performance, subject to the following condition
Pl

∑

k = Pl *λ

k



C Pl M-k)!)> M!

which is illustrated in Figure 9.

As our relaxation algorithm does in section 2.3, priors which are used in less relaxed decomposition step but
not in current more relaxed step work as the tabu to eliminate redundancy, therefore all leaf nodes that have
been visited previously will not be generated again. As a result, the total complexity is just the same as the sum
of complexity when using P*l among all Pl priors for layer l. This time we have
*

1(M,

N1,Pl, )= 1(M, N1, Pl* )



Pl ⋅λ
Pl

P ⋅λ

= C Pll

( M − Pl ⋅ λ )!
M!

1(M,

N1)

(A.4’ )

The complexity reduction for single layer changes to
*

l(M,

P ⋅λ

N1,Pl, )= C Pll

( M − Pl ⋅ λ )!
M!

(A.5’ )

and for total problem
P ⋅λ



*

(M, L, N1,Pl… ,NL,PL, )=

l=1,… ,L

C Pll

( M − Pl ⋅ λ )!
M!

(A.6’ )

which is roughly to the exponent of L, M, and Pl. As the simplest situation, i.e., Pl=Nl=M, (A.6’ ) reduces to

*

(M, L, M,M… ,M,M, )=

Since Pl Nl M and 0
*

l(M,

1
(( M ⋅ λ )! ) L
’

1.0, it is easy to verify that from (A.5 ) that

N1,Pl, ) 1.0

while equal holds if and only if =0 or Pl=0.
Figure 9 illustrates the performance improvement of our algorithm for the case M=Nl=Pl=5, L=1 and L=2. As
has been mentioned, practically the improvement can’ t be so large, as the solution space can be simplified by
thresholding and knowledge based clipping. Anyway, our relaxation algorithm has made it more practical to
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Fig. 9. Comparison of Complexity Reduction.

Appendix B: Algorithm Implementation

In this appendix we present details of the implementation of the relaxation algorithm presented in section 2 for
the problem of 3D-tracking. The four data types are:
Box: a 3D point with a specific label, together with the prediction of current position.
Layer: a calibrated pin-hole camera system with a projection matrix of the intrinsic and external
parameters.
Ball: a 2D-feature point in a specific layer (camera view) with a unique label, which represents a 3D ray.
Prior: a label table containing the label correspondences between the labels of boxes and all labels of balls
in each view, as illustrated in Table 1. The raw number of the table is 1 (the box layer) plus the number of
layers; the column number is the number of boxes.

The algorithm generates all possible arrangements of all balls in all boxes for all given a set of sub-set of the
priors up to the maximum reliability in the prior and outputs the arrangements with the lowest cost.
Implementation of the algorithm applies a standard tree-problem-solving (TPS) model for all sub-problems.
TPS searches the nodes of a problem tree in the depth-first order, and sequentially outputs the branches from

the root. The searching state is stored in a stack, with the standard last-in-first-out (LIFO) functionality. The
TPS model can be described as the following C-style pseudo-code:
stack.push(root)
step_state=FORWARD
while (stack.not_empty()) do{
if (branch_ok(stack)){
if (step_state==FORWARD AND solution_ok(stack))
output(stack)
if (has_child(stack.top())){
stack.push(next_child())
step_state=FORWARD
}
else{
stack.pop()
step_state=BACK
}
}
else{
stack.pop()
step_state=BACK
}
}

Function has_child and next_child check and retrieve the next child for the current node at the top of the stack,
in which heuristics can be embedded in to direct the search. branch_ok checks if the current branch is a valid
one, in which knowledge-based clipping rules can be embedded. solution_ok checks if the current branch is a
valid solution of the problem.

Two basic sub-problem solvers derived from TPS are: the permutation generator (PG), which generates the full
set of permutation of M balls into M boxes; and the combination generator (CG), who selects M elements from
all N (N>=M) elements.

For a previous layer some new boxes may have been generated. The problem tree for the current layer is the
permutation of all possible arrangements of balls in this layer into all the original and new boxes. When a
certain arrangement in the final layer has been generated, a possible solution is reached. Each solution is an
arrangement table, with the boxes as the columns containing the labels of all balls allocated in this box. The
algorithm then evaluates the cost of this solution as described in Section 2.3. When all possible solutions have
been evaluated, we get the global optimal one. The implementation of the arrangement generator (AG) for a
specific layer with M boxes and N balls is:

for (I=min(M,N) down_to 0) do{
use CG to select I boxes from M boxes and for every I boxes{
use CG to select I balls from N balls and for every M balls{
use PG to generate every permutation of I balls into M boxes
generate N-I new boxes and put the left N-I balls into without order
output this arrangement
}
}
}

With a certain prior assigning P balls into P boxes for a specific layer with M boxes and N balls, and a tabu
forbidding T balls to be put into T boxes (N>=P+T, M>=P+T), the problem is reduced to the arrangement of
M-P boxes and N-P balls with T tabu rules. This gives the prior-based arrangement generator with tabu (PAG)
from AG. The tabu rules are then applied in the branch_ok checking in the basic TPS model. If we know that at
least R among all P assignments (P<=R) of the prior are correct with the reliability R/P, the prior-based
relaxation arrangement generator (PRAG) is:
for (I=P down_to R) do{
use CG to select I assignments from all P assignments and for very R assignments{
use these R assignments as the prior
use the left P-R assignments as the tabu
use PAG to generate every arrangement
output every arrangement
}
}

The leaf-node-generator (LNG) for layer l (LNGl) is a PRAG with Ml boxes (subject to the current arrangement
of all upper layers), Nl balls, Pl assignments as prior and

l

as the confidence. The multi-layer box-ball problem

is also solved by using the TPS model with the LNG as the child generator and the output of PRAG as the
nodes. The clipping rules is applied in branch_ok vertically checking the arrangement table to see if a set of
balls from different layers are allowed to be put into a specific box. After a solution is output, the
reconstruction error and prediction error in each box are summed to measure the cost of this arrangement.

To ensure the reliability of the solution, we don’ t apply any heuristic rules and do the full search in the
multiview based 3D-tracking of skin objects for human motion capturing. Since the proposed prior-based
relaxation algorithm dramatically reduced the inherent complexity real-time performance is still reached.

Appendix C: Camera Configuration

In this appendix the camera configuration for Figure 4, Figure 6(a) and Figure 8 are listed. There are three
views involved, and the intrinsic parameters, the translation vector (measured in meter) and rotation matrix are
listed respectively.

Camera 1

Camera 2

Camera 3

<fx, fy, cx, cy>

341.9, 313.1, 151.5, 136.2

340.8, 311.8, 160.7, 125.8

343.9, 313.5, 149.7, 125.6

Translation Vector

0,0,0

0.9816, -0.0421, 0.1863

0.8752, 0.0528, 0.4809

1,0,0

-0.0087, 0.9645, 0.2638

-0.0435, 0.9986, -0.0305

0,1,0

-0.1908, -0.2605, 0.9464

-0.4818, 0.0058, 0.8763

0,0,1

-0.5738, -0.7181, -0.0389

-0.9912, -0.0178, 0.1310

Rotation Matrix

